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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
OreGon Literacy, Inc., is a volunteer-based, nonprofit 
orcanization '::orking to promote Ii teracy throughout Oregon. 
It ~a s officially founded in 1966. Like many other efforts 
in It teracy it ':las begun by a small Laubach Commi ttee of 
pastors and l aymen committed to reaching and teachine the 
i lliterate. In the past ten years the effort has expanded to 
include literacy groups across the state, and Clark and Cow­
litz Counties in Washington. 
The annual report, July 1, 1974 to June 30, 1975, shows 
t here ~ere 674 tutors, teaching 1,082 students. Since the 
program is based on volunteer tutors this study focuses on 
t hose tutors, specifically those in Multnomah County. 
llli teracy: A i:/orld':.ride Problem 
111i teracy is a problem ','Ii th ';/orldwide dimensions, 
~hich has become increasinely important as jet travel, mass 
media by satellite and multi-national economic development 
hnve dra~n our lives closer together. 
The history of the movement to eradicate illiteracy on 
D l aree scale is comparatively short. The earliest efforts 
to develop adult literacy were promoted by the Christian 
Churches. The goal of translating the Bible into languages 
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spoken by the people and to teach the people to read so that 
they might read the scripture themselves, was the primary 
driving force. Governmental backing and promotion of liter­
ncy as a matter of official policy began in most parts of 
the ~orld about forty years ago. 
The promotion of adult literacy as a governmental 
enterprise ~as due largely to the efforts of Dr. Frank 
Laubach, the "father of literD.cy". Through his extensive 
~ork in the Philippines Dr. Laubach became convinced that 
the techniques he had developed could be used by other coun­
tries. Over the years he helped construct literacy charts 
in thirty lanGuages. Promotion of national literacy is now 
a ~oal of most governments. 
On an international level, the United Nations Educa­
tional, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) has 
made illiteracy one of its main concerns. Sir Charles 
Jeffries outlines the extent of illiteracy as an inter­
national problem: 
Some two-fifths of the world's adult ~ged 15 or 
mor~ population--at least 700 million men and wom­
en--cannot, at the present time, read and write. 
Moreover, these 'illiterates' are not evenly spread 
about the world but are, for the most part, concen­
trD.ted in particular areas and countries. A study 
of the statistics prepared by UNESCO shows, at one 
end of the scale, a well-defined group of countries 
(including the U.S., the UoS.S.R., most of the Euro­
pean countries, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and 
Japan) in which the percentage of illiteracy is in­
significant; and at the other end, a group (includ­
ing most of the countries of Africa and Asia, and 
several of those of Latin America) in which at 
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le3st half--and in many cases more than three­
qu~rters of the adult population are classifiable 
as illiterate.,l 
Eradicating illiteracy has taken on political and 
economic dimensions in the last two decades. 
The original enthusiasm of the Christian mission­
aries h3s continued and intensified. It had been 
reinforced by the zeal of the humanitarian to help 
men conquer poverty and disease by first conquer ing 
ignorance; by the economist's recognition that pro­
duction and trade cannot expand so long as illiter­
acy handicaps the peoples of half the world; by t he 
political thinker's realization that peace and inter­
national understanding cannot be achieved while 
nations are divided within themselves and among one 
another by the unbri~ged gulf separating the literate 
from the illiteratee 
Definitions of Illiteracy 
In the review of the literature there were many defi­
nitions of illiteracy. These deficitions fall into two 
c~tebories, the functional and the normative. 
Normative definitions are based on educational attain­
ment, according to a standard set by a particular government. 
For example, in the United states one is considered literate 
if one reads as well as the average child at the middle of 
the fourth grade. The completion of a minimum number of 
years of schooling implies the acquisition of reading and 
wr iting skills. 
Functional definitions stressed an individual's ad­
justment to his society. A person was considered literate if 
he possessed a level of ability sufficient to permit him to 
lei ta tions I.vill be found a t the end 0 f the chapter. 
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function well in his society. The ability, skills and 
kno~ledge needed to function well in a complex, industrial­
ized society ~ould, of course, be greater than those needed 
in a less highly organized and complex society. 
Throughou t the literature the normative and functional 
definitions ~ere confused and often used interchangeably. 
For example, the criteria of a minimum number of years of 
educational attainment is frequently used as a demarcation 
bet~een those ~ho are considered literate and illiterate. 
At the same time all those persons below the minimum standard 
are spoken of as "functionally illiterate", whether or not 
they can, in fact, read or ~rite or function effectively 
~i thin their particular society. 
Donlon, McPeek and Chatham point out that: 
The functional definition is inherently attractive 
for illiteracy is a functional deficit. At the pre­
sent time, ho~ever, there simply is no realistic 
basis on ~hich to determine a functional level for a 
society as diverse as the United states; to attempt 
to describe the criteria for using such a defini t ion 
~ould be 3 truly formidable task.5 
standards of Literacy 
statistical information is difficult to assess since 
different countries apply different minimum standards and 
definitions. In the United states, the completion of five or 
more years of education is generally accepted as providing 
the majority of students with minimum literacy skills. This 
standard is considered inadequate by many literacy experts. 
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Five years of education as a standard for literacy was 
established by Census Bureau information. For many decades 
t he Census sought information about the number of illiterates 
i n the population by defining the term as persons unable to 
read or ~rite in any language In 1940 this direct questione 
~3 S replaced by a question about the number of years of 
schooling that the individual had completed. To establish a 
dat3 base a special study was done which discovered that 
among individuals who had never attended school, the illiter­
(J. cy rate ','[as eighty percent. Of those who had as least one 
year of school, four out of five individuals had managed to 
acquire at least a minimum kno 1•111edge of reading and -ari tinge 
Amone those who had completed four years of schooling nine­
teen out of t nenty ~ere literate. On the basis of this 
study, all individuals '~'/ho had completed more than four 
years of schooling were considered literate and those with 
less than five years of schooling could be called "functional 
illiterates".4 
Based on 1970 Census Bureau data, by this standard 
there are 9,949 adults over twenty-one years of age in 
[,1ul tnomah County \'li th a fourth grade education or less ivho 
could be considered functionally illiterate. 5 
It is difficult to determine from Census data the ex­
tent of illiteracy in the United states. The 1971 Census 
Survey of Educational Attainment found 5.8 million Americans 
fourteen and older ~rlth less than a fifth grade education. 
This ~as 3.9 percent of the population over age 13. 6 When 
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comparisons are made with other countries the United states 
is quoted as having an official illiteracy rate of one per­
cent.? John M. Stauffer points out when looking at such a 
stQtistic one may be tempted to consider illiteracy in the 
United states as insignificant. However, literacy is a 
ma tter of degree as \vell as number and "to the illiterate 
minori ty faced ~:Ji th the mul tiple intricacies of life in the 
United states, it can be no less significant.,,8 
Reduction of Illiteracy 
In 1890 there were more than 6.3 million illiterates 
in the United states or approximately one out of every seven 
persons could not read or write in any language. The redu~-
tion of illiteracy has been primarily due to t~o factors: 
compulsory education and the drastic reduction of immigration. 
Compulsory Education. Compulsory education of child­
ren was vddespread in the United States by 1900. Jeffries 
points out that it takes the best part of a century after 
the introduction of universal primary education before it is 
possible to say that, with negligible exceptions, every 
member of the community can read and write. 9 Although 
school attendance is used as the primary measure of literacy 
today, this does not guarantee a literate population. Edwin 
Smith states: 
In addition to those who have attended school for 
only a fe~ years, and in addition to the huge number 
of functionally illiterate school dropouts, there are 
thousands of high school graduates from poverrOschools who are also functionally illiterate. 
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He estimates that conservatively there are 20,000,000 
of these functionally illiterate adolescents and adults in 
the United states and that about 10,000,000 of these are 
considered trainable since they have failed to learn to read 
and ~rite on an adult level due in part to the failure of the 
educational system. 
School attendance as an indicator of literacy would 
have to take into account variations in state definitions of 
~hat constitutes a school year, variations in actual school 
attendance, variations in the quality of instruction and 
advancement of a pupil from one grade to the next, irrespec­
tive of the mastery of the materials. ll 
Smith and Fay report that one in twenty children is 
held back each year usually because of reading problems. 
They estimate that eight million school children need special 
help in learning to read, ~'!hile teachers estimate tha t 43 
percent of elementary school children are in critical need 
of reading help. 
The economic consequences of failing to become literate 
are considerable: 
If our sorry record of reading deficiency was con­
fined to the educational sector, it would still be a 
matter of grave national concern. Carried over into 
the world of work, its economic consequences are 
staggering. 
Five million job seekers are functionally illiter­
ate. 
One-third of all job holders are denied advance­
ment because of reading deficiencies. 
Over 20 million Americans age sixteen and over 
are unable to read, \vi th understanding, a t least 10 
percent of the questions on standard application 
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forms such as those for ~ driver's license, a per­
sonal loan, or Medicaid. 
The functionally illiterate person earns an aver­
age of $4,000 per year less than the literate person. 
It would require 15,000 new teachers and $100 
million per year to provide reading help to children 
who need it in all the nation's elementary schools. 
In 1970, the Bell System estimated that its com­
PQnies spent $25 million just on basic education for 
its employees; and the subsidiary of another large 
company claimed that the cost of training new 
workers to meet basic literacy requirements woul~ 
be 3.8 million dollars over a four-year period. 
Reduction of Immigration. The restriction of immigra­
tion in the 1920's and better schooling in their native 
countries have also served to reduce the rate of illiteracy 
as the second generations are exposed to public schooling 
and the older members of the immigrant population die. 
The recent influx of Vietnamese and Cambodians, particularly 
to the Northwest, introduces a new focus for local literacy 
efforts. The Laubach program has responded to this challenge 
and many of the tu tors are no~v teaching English as a Second 
Language to this group. 
Literacy Efforts 
There are two primary efforts in adult literacy ed­
ucation in the United States today, governmentally sponsored 
programs and nongovernmental organizations. Adult Basic 
Education is a governmentally supported effort established 
by the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964. Adult Basic Ed­
ucotion programs were organized on a local level and over­
seen by the U.S. Office of Education. The guidelines for 
Adult Bosic Education raised the minimum standard for 
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functional literacy to the junior high school level, and 
tnclude communication and mathematical skills. 13 
In 1970, President Nixon appointed the National Read­
inr Council and established the "Right to Read" program. 
This proGram promotes improvement of in-school reading and 
has special concern for pre-school children and out of school 
adolescents and adults. Unlike the Adult Basic Education 
proGram, "Right to Read" utilizes volunteer tutors. 
The second focus of literacy efforts is the nongovern­
mental organizations. These organizations are of three 
basic types: private, church-related, and those receiving 
government financial support. 14 
The National Affiliation for Literacy Advance (NALA) , 
an affiliate of autonomous literacy councils and individuals 
','ri th an interest in adul t Ii teracy, was founded in 1968 as a 
membership organization of Laubach Literacy International. 
NALA acts as a forum and clearinghouse for information 
and sets standards for certification of tutors, trainers and 
,':ri ters in Ii teracy proj ~cts. NALA today provides a channel 
for coordinating and exchanging literacy expertise and ex­
perience in the United states and Canada. 
Oregon Literacy, Inc., is an affiliate of NALA. It is 
one of t \',relve states which has a statewide organization to 
coordinate membership and volunteer literacy programs. 
Local efforts, such as the Multnomah County program, work 
through Oregon Literacy in reporting statistics and program 
development. The advantage of this type of organization 
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lies in setting standards for tutor training and certifica­
tion, sharing of information and distribution of materials. 
A recent research development v!hich may further the 
GJareness of the extent of illiteracy in the United states 
is an attempt to construct a general theory of adult func­
tional competency. Begun in 1974 with the establishment of 
the Adult Performance Level Project at the University of 
Texas, the objectives of the Adult Performance Level (APL) 
project are "to specify the competencies of the adult popu­
lation of the United states.,,15 The project has broadened 
the notion of literacy beyond the ability to read and write. 
The theory recognizes that functional competency is culture­
bound; consists of a set of skills rather than a static 
state. 
A national assessment of competency has begun. A 
survey in 'shich the sample da ta was na tionally represen ta tive 
estimates that one-fifth of the U.S. adults ·are functioning 
...,'i th di fficul ty. 
The development of an assessment method and a measur­
able definition of competency can have profound implications 
for the education of both children and adults in the future. 
Illiteracy in Oregon 
The extent of illiteracy in Oregon is difficult to 
~scertain. Census data measures only the years of school­
ing ~hich gives some indication of the problem but not the 
full extent. 
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In Multnomah County, the focus of this study, out of a 
totnl population of 320,630 adults 25 years and over, there 
are 9,949 persons who have four years or less of schooling.~ 
These figures indicate only a small portion of the problem. 
They do not include the illiterate under age twenty-five or 
those crho have more years of schooling but are unable to 
read or vJri te. 
Oregon Literacy, Inc., had thirty local literacy pro­
jects in 1974-75. The literacy program has grown from 
teaching five students in 1966 to tutoring over 1,000 in 
1974-75. The need for such programs is obviously great and 
the program has only begun to reach the large number of 
udults ~ho need tutoring. 
The program is based on the Laubach Hethod of tutoring 
'o';hich was developed specifically for adults. "The aim of 
the Laubach method is to enable the adult to learn to read 
the language he speaks as quickly and enjoyably as possi­
ble.,,17 It is based on ten principles: 
1. 	 establishing sound-symbol relationships; 
2. 	 learning through association rather than rote 
memory; 
3. 	 moving from the knov.rn (the spoken v:ord) to the 
unkno-,,'ffi (the \vri t ten word); 
4. 	 using 1\rords 'Hhich are in the spoken vocabulary of 
the adult; 
5. 	 use of repetition to strengthen the visual image; 
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6. 	 use of meaningful content on an adult interest 
level; 
7. 	 each lesson teaches the adult something new and at 
the same time reviews previously taught skills; 
8. 	 independence in learning--the lessons are self­
teaching as far as possible; 
9. 	 reading and v:ri ting are taught together in the 
same lesson; 
10. 	 the lessons are easy to teach. 18 
The material used by the program is The New stream­
lined English Series The Series consists of five skillg 
books and five correlated readers designed to progress the 
adult from a zero level of literacy to fifth grade level. 
There is also another book, Everyday Reading and Writing, 
by Laubach, Kirk and Laubach, for advanced students, which 
emphasizes the skills needed for reading nevfspapers, maps, 
directories, dictionaries, and how to write letters and 
original stories. 
In the following chapters the study '.'.rill focus on a 
description of the persons who volunteer their time and 
energy to tutor illiterate adults, and their stUdents. 
Since the study is at the request of the agency and in 
accordance '.vith its present needs, sophisti.ca tion of research 
and analysis ~;,rill be subordina ted to the need for a simple, 
readable account. 
13 
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CHAPTER II 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
Oregon Literacy, Inc., requested a study of the volun­
teer tutors in Multnomah County~ This study is primarily 
based on responses to questionnaires sent to all volunteer 
tutors on the active list ~th the program in Multnomah 
County, including all persons who were certified in the 
training workshops held in 1975. 
Purposes of the Multnomah County Study 
The purposes of the study were: 
1. 	 To compare Multnomah County volunteers \uth the 
national profile done by John Stauffer in The NALA 
Study. 
2. 	 To attempt to discover why volunteers have, in 
their opinions, 
a. 	 never tutored. 
b. 	 stopped tutoring. 
3. 	 To elicit suggestions for 
a. 	 improving the program, eg., publicity, train­
ing, referrals. 
b. 	 recruiting students and volunteer tutors. 
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1.. To ascertain whether tutors are satiofied wi th 
a. the training. 
b. their tutoring experience. 
Procedure 
Stamped, self-addressed envelopes were included with 
the questionnaires. Two weeks after the questionnaires were 
mailed, a systematic attempt was made to telephone the 
tutors to maximize the response. A large percent of those 
contacted who had not mailed in their questionnaires were no 
longer tutoring and had thrown the questionnaires away. A 
number of those we attempted to contact were no longer at 
the phone number listed. 
Bre~kdown of the Responses 
One hundred and thirty tutors were certified in 1975 
through the tutor training workshops in Portland, Oregon. 
Twenty six were eliminated because they did not reside in 
Multnomah County. Fifty did not respond. 
There were fifty four responses from the volunteer 
tutors certified in 1975. Of those: 
17 were tutoring now 
9 were teaching English as a Second Language (TESL) 
19 had never tutored 
6 had tutored, but were not tutoring now 
3 were tutoring now, but not for Oregon Literacy, Inc. 
The remainder of the questionnaires were sent to the 
tutors certified prior to 1975 who were on the active list. 
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Ninety-four questionnaires were mailed to those tutors. 
Fifty-six did not respond. There were thirty-eight respon­
ses from the tutors certified prior to 1975. Of those: 
17 were tutoring now 
2 ·.\rere teaching English as a Second Language 
19 were not tutoring now. 
The Questionnaire 
In constructing the questionnaire (see Appendix) we 
nttempted to follow the same categories for selected tutor 
characteristics as those used by John Stauffer in ~ HA1A 
.; tudy. This study, done in 1972, established a tutor profile 
based on a random sample of 1,000 tutors drawn nationvdde. 
The questionnaire was not pre-tested since the major­
ity of the questions had been previously tested in ~ NALA 
.Study. i/Je wanted other information which v,ras not included 
in T~e HA1A study, therefore we included a section in the 
questionnaire on publicity and another on training. We also 
i ncluded a short section on students, however it is not as 
comprehensive as the student description in Ih£ HA1A study. 
Tutor Profile. These questions sought personal, occu­
pational and educational information. They also asked for 
information focusing on the tutor's work as a volunteer. 
These included. the questions, IIHow did you first hear of 
volunteer literacy work?" and "What would you say is the 
main reason you became interested in volunteer literacy work?" 
Also included in this section were questions seeking 
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information on the number of students currently being tutor­
ed, the amount of time spent tutoring per week and the total 
number of students taught in the tutor's entire career. 
Publicity. The section on publicity was included to 
elicit suggestions for improving publicity, as well as to 
eet tutor's impressions about the publicity of the program. 
Several questions regarding the listening and reading habits 
of the tutors were asked to determine if there was a partic­
ular pa t tern to TV vi evling and radi 0 Ii stening whi ch mi gh t 
be utilized for reaching potential volunteers. This was not 
a productive area of exploration since vie 'l'l'i.ng, listening 
and reading habits varied considerably. The question, "Do 
you have any suggestions for improving the publicity?" 
Generated a good response with many suggestions. 
Training. Five questions were included regarding the 
the training '.vorkshops. The first question, "If you did not 
complete the training workshop, why not?" was included to 
eliminate those respondents who were not certified. Only 
one person answered this question and that questionnaire was 
eliminated from the sample. The question, liDo you feel that 
you had enough training to tutor adequately?" elicited a 
Good response. A five-part question about the need for dif­
ferent types of training besides the initial training work­
shop cras apparently confusing to some respondents. Many 
responded by checking only those items they wanted or did 
not \'lant rather than responding to all items. This resulted 
in a varied number of "no data" responses for each category. 
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Dividing this question into five separate questions would 
probably have resulted in a higher response rate. Comments 
about the training program were also received in the open­
ended questions at the end of the questionnaire. 
Students. A short section was included on the stu­
dents in order to get a picture of the number of students 
now beine tutored and some general information about them. 
The response to this section ~as limited since a large num­
ber of the respondents to the question were not tutoring now 
or had never tutored. Those respondents who were teaching 
English as a Second Language had a large number of students 
being taught in groups. The agency thought they had elimi­
nated this group of tutors from the mailing list used for 
this study. Apparently due to the recent influx of Vietna­
mese and Cambodians many of the regular tutors are now in­
volved in teaching English as a Second Language. Since the 
da ta of these students were unrepresentative it is not repor­
ted in the section on students' characteristics. 
The responses from those tutors teaching English as a 
Second Language are included in all sections of this report 
except the short section involving student characteristics. 
Questions 39 and 40 rely upon the memory of the tutors 
to estimate the level of Skill Book attainment and reasons 
for students dropping out of the program. The responses 
give a generalized picture of student progress and reasons 
for leaving the program. Question 40, "Please estimate how 
many of your students dropped out for the f ollowing reasons," 
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was confusinG and a number of responses had to be eliminated. 
For example, on question 40 one tutor reporting on three 
past students had five reasons for their dropping out, which 
implied multiple reasons for leaving the program. The ques­
tion would have been better designed to allow for multiple 
reasons, rather than estimating how many students dropped 
out for a particular reason. 
Experience as a Volunteer Tutor. One three-part ques­
tion '!.Jas included for the tutors to rate their personal con­
tact wi th their students, their contact vJi th the program 
people, and their personal assessment of their tutoring ex­
perience. We designed a scale ranging from "very disappoint­
i ng" to "neu tral" to "very rewarding". The tu tors vvere ask­
ed to rate their experience by placing a check mark in the 
section most closely descriptive of their feeling. This 
verbal scale ~as translated into a numerical scale for pur­
poses of tabulation. We gave each section a numerical value 
from one (very disappointing) to ten (very rewarding). A 
check mark in sections I through 4 was considered disappoint­
inE to varying degrees. A check mark in sections 5 or 6 was 
considered a neutral response. A rewarding response was de­
termined by a check mark in sections 7 through 10. 
The las t t \'10 questions, "What could the Laubach pro­
gram do to make tutoring easier for you?" and "Please com­
ment on any changes in the program you would like to see 
made" elicited a \'fide variety of comments, most of which 
~ere positive statements about the Laubach program. 
CHAPTER III 
TUTOR DEDCRIPTION: NALA AND HULTNOHAH COUNTY 
Rather than compare all the NALA tutor characteristics 
~~th the Multnomah County tutor characteristics in the body 
of this report, we have included the data from The NALA 
study in Table IV in the Appendix. Our data was similar in 
lTILl.ny area.s, however there ~·.'ere some striking differences 
-'fhich we will comment on. 
The Hultnomah County sample differed considerably from 
the NALA sample in the proportions of sex, age distribution, 
marital status, number of children livine at home, employ­
ment status, income distribution and in that there were no 
Orienta l tutors in the NALA sample, in many categories be­
yond expectations of sampling error. Comparisons, therefore, 
should be made -,.'d. th cau tion. 
Personal Characteristics 
~. There 'llere 17 .l+ percent male and 82. 6 percent 
femnle tutors in Multnomah County. 
Age. The mean age of tutors in Multnomah County was 
50 8 1, ~d th 25 .3 percent between the ages of 21 and 30, and 
22 percent bet'.'/een 61 and 70. This sample was overrepre­
sented in the 21-30 years and 61-70 years age brackets and 
underrepresented in the 41-60 age brackets. 
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Ethnic Group. Of those responding to this question, 
white tutors comprised 96.5 percent of the total. One tutor 
~as black and two were Oriental. There were no American 
Indian tutors. 
Place of Birth. Most tutors, 93.4 percent, were born 
in the United States. One was born in Canada, three in 
Surope and t ~o in Asia. 
Marital status. Married tutors comprised over half, 
54.4 percent of our sample compared with 75.3 percent of the 
NALA tutors. Separated or divorced tutors accounted for 
7.6 percent of the total. Twenty-six percent were single 
and 10u9 percent were widowed. 
Children Living at Home u Almost three-fourths of the 
tutors, 72.8 percent, had no children living at horne. Those 
~~th one child accounted for 8.7 percent, those with two 
children, 13 percent, three children, 3.3 percent, four, 
1.1 percent and five or more children, 1.1 percent. 
Occupational Characteristics 
Job Record. The vast majority of the tutors, 92.4 per­
cent, had held a full-time job (at least thirty-five hours a 
week) at some time. Only 6.5 percent had never worked full­
time. 
Current hmployment status. Over one-third of the 
tutors, 34.8 percent, were working full-time. Another 
16.3 percent ':lorked part time, and 4.3 percent \vere looking 
for 'sork. In the NALA sample house'Nives comprised 
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40.2 perc en t 0 f the tu tors, v/hereas house Nives in Mul tnomah 
County accounted for 9.8 percent of the sample. Retired 
persons 1,'!ere almost as numerous as those working ful l -time, 
~ith 31.5 percent. students accounted for 3.3 percent. 
Job Category. Working tutors comprised 52.1 percent 
of the sample, or 48 out of 92. Of the tutors who were 
~orking, 43 were employed in professional or technical posi­
tions and 23 percent were in clerical positions. Managers 
and salespersons each comprised 10.4 percent and foremen and 
service Norkers each accounted for 6.2 percent. 
Prior Experience Teaching Adults. Thirty-six tutors, 
39.1 percent, had had some experience teaching adults. Of 
those, 16 had professional experience teaching adults and 20 
taught adults in some non-professional capacity. 
Teaching Record. In both the NALA sample and the 
Multnomah County sample 44.6 percent of the tutors had 
tau~ht some level of school (elementary through college). 
Type of Current Professional Teaching. Of the 41 
certified teachers, 22 were teaching now, or 24 percent of 
the total sample . Seven were teaching in elementary schools , 
5 in adult basic education, two each in special education, 
secondary schools and English as a Second Language. College, 
on-the-job instructor, early childhood education and child­
birth education each accounted for one teacher. 
Personal Income. The median personal income for those 
reporting fell between $5,000 and $6,999. 
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Family Income. Eighty tutors, 87 percent, reported 
their family incomes. The greatest number, 24 percent, were 
in the $11,000 to $15,999 category. Fifty percent of the 
sample had incomes above $11,000. 
Educational Characteristics 
Grades Completede Eighty-four tutors, 91.3 percent, 
hnd completed high school. All had completed at least ten 
years of school. 
College Education. Twenty-one tutors, 22.8 percent, 
had one year or more of college and 38 tutors, 41.3 percent, 
had completed four years of college. 
Graduate Degree. Eighteen tutors, 19.6 percent, had 
Master's degrees, and one had a seminary degree. 
Program Characteristics 
How First Heard of Volunteer Literacy. Fourteen 
tutors, 15.2 percent, first heard of the volunteer literacy 
program through church, compared \rith 32.9 percent of the 
NALA sample. Hearing about the program from another person 
accounted for 29.3 percent of the tutors. Twenty-two, 
23.9 percent, had read about the literacy program in the 
newspaper. The rest Rere almost evenly divided, and first 
heard about the program through other media, from Frank 
Laubach or from a literacy organization. 
Reasons Tutors Want to Teach. Fifty percent of the 
tutors stated their main reason for wanting to teach was to 
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help others. Self-fulfillment, the enjoyment of teaching, 
and the importance of reading were all about evenly divided, 
accounting for 33.7 percent of the sample. In the NALA 
sample, almost ten percent were religiously motivated, 
';lhereas in the Multnomah County sample no one ci ted a reli­
gious motivation as their primary reason for wanting to 
teach others. 
Our sample for the following section is seventy-two. 
The seventeen certified tutors who have never tutored and 
three who are not tutoring for Oregon Literacy at this time 
are not included in the follo~Qng data. 
Current Number of Students Per Tutor. Twenty-five 
tutors, 34.7 percent, were not tutoring at the present time. 
Most tutors, 44.4 percent, had one student, 5 tutors, 6.9 
percent, had two students. Two tutors had three students, 
2.8 percent. Three tutors had five or more students, or 
4.2 percent of the tutor sample. 
Students Taught in Last Year Per Tutor. Thirty-two 
tutors, 44.4 percent, tutored one student last year and 
thirteen, 18 percent, tutored two students. The other cate­
cories from three students to ten or more, all accounted for 
one or t~o tutors. 
Tutors Career Total of Students. Over half the tutors, 
54.2 percent, had taught one student in their entire career, 
and nine, 12.5 percent had taught two students. Seven tutors 
had taught from 6 to 10 students, and one had taught over 20. 
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Time as Volunteer Tutor. Tutors who had been tutoring 
for less than six months accounted for 34.8 percent of the 
sample. Twenty-five percent had been tutoring for from six 
months to one year. Eight tutors had been tutoring for two 
years, three for three years, two for four years, six for 
five years, and seven for from six to ten years. 
Summary of Tutor Characteristics 
The majority of the tutors in both the NALA sample and 
the Multnomah County sample were married white females with 
no children living at home. The majority were born in the 
United states, and their average age was 51.8 in the NALA 
sample and 50.1 in the Multnomah County sample. Most had 
~orked full-time at some point in their lives. College 
Graduates accounted for 52.8 percent of the tutors in the 
NALA sample and 41.3 percent in Multnomah County. In both 
samples 44.6 percent had taught schoo l , although 63.2 percent 
of the tutors in the NALA sample and 59.8 percent in the 
Multnomah County sample had never had any experience teaching 
adults prior to volunteering. 
The discrepancy between college graduates in Multnomah 
County (42.4 percent) and the number of tutors who "taught 
school professionally" (44.6 percent) exists because '.'/e con­
sidered the criterion for "college graduate" the highest 
school grade completed, eg., 16 years. Some tutors were 
certified as teachers in Normal School before the four year 
degree ~'las required for teacher certification. 
CHAPTER IV 
TUTORING AND NOT TUTORING VOLUNTEERS 
One of the purposes of this study is to ascertain why 
some volunteers are no longer tutoring or have never tutored. 
We ~anted to discover if there were differences between the 
volunteers ':lho are actively tutoring, those who have stopped 
tutorin&and those who have never tutored a student. 
We chose to examine the characteristi cs of sex, age, 
marital status, employment status, number of children living 
at home, and teaching record to determine if any of these 
factors had a bearing on tutoring. 
Table V in the Appendix shows a comparison between the 
three groups. There was no significant difference in sex, 
marital status, number of children living at home, or teach­
ing record.. There was a significant difference, by inspec­
tion, in mean age. Those volunteers who are actively tutor­
ing are older than both other categories. The mean age for 
those volunteers tutoring now is 55.4 years, while the mean 
age for those volunteers who have tutored in the past but 
are no longer tutoring is 46.6 years. The mean age for 
those volunteers who have never tutored is 37.2 years. 
There ~as also a significantly larger number of re­
tired persons in the "tutoring now" category. These persons 
',;,ould have more time available and more flexible time 
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schedules, makin~ it easier to tutor. 
We wanted to know why tutors were no longer tutoring 
if they had tutored in the past. Twenty-six tutors respon­
ded to this question. The results are shovm in Table I. 
TABLE I 
REASONS GIVEN BY VOLUNTEERS WHO HAVE TUTORED IN 
THE PAST FOR NOT CURRENTLY TUTORING 
Number of 
ReD sons Respondents 
Too busy '.'ii th job, family or school 12 
No ne ..", student assigned 7 
s tudent not motivated 4 
Illness in family 1 
Volunteering in other aspects
of the program 2 
Three tutors included in the "too busy" category are 
currently assigned students but are not presently tutoring 
by mutual agreement. They plan to resume the program at a 
l3ter time. Two of these had agreed to take time out for a 
vacation; one student had job demands. 
Those volunteers who had taken a workshop in 1975 but 
h.:1d never tu tored \'Jere asked vlhy they had never tu tared. 
Seventeen respondents fell into this category. 
There \'!ere four responses which indicated an interest 
in tutoring if a student were assigned. Two people said 
they had lost interest in the program and three have assumed 
other volunteer work. The resul ts are shov~n in Table II. 
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TABLE II 

REASONS GIVEN BY VOLUNTEERS 

FOR NEVER TUTORING 

Number of 
Reasons ·Respondents 
Too busy 5 
Ho student assigned 3 
Had baby 2 
Illness in family 1 
Lost interest or doing 
other volunteering 5 
student assigned unable 
to come 1 
This points to a need for tutoring to begin as soon 
ufter the ~orkshop as possibl e to capitalize on the interest 
and motivation of the new volunteer. We requested some in­
formation about the student assignment process in the ques­
t i on, "After completing the '.vorkshop, hoVJ soon did you be­
gin tutoring?" Thirty-eight volunteers reported getting a 
student ',':i thin one month of completion of the training. 
This includes three tu tors who v/ere already tu toring prior 
to taking the 'o'.'orkshop to become certified. Thirty-four 
tu tors \'!ai ted over one month before being assigned a student. 
One tu tor reported, \\ri th some irri tation, tha t she was 
assigned her first student seven months after the workshop. 
Seventeen volunteers have never tutored and three could not 
recGll ho -'."; soon they had been assigned a student. 
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The tu tors I'Jere asked to rate their experience wi th 
the proeram in three areas: personal contact '.loti th the 
students, the result of their tutoring, and contact with the 
literacy program staff. The rating was done on a scale 
ranc;inr; from "very disappointing" to "very rewarding". The 
ratine ~as given a numerical value for tabulation purposes. 
A rating from spaces one through four was considered dis­
appointing to various degrees. Five or six was considered 
neutral, and a rating from seven through ten was considered 
re~arding. The results are shown in Table III. 
TABLE III 

RE~ARD AND SATISFACTION AS A VOLUNTEER TUTOR 

A, Personal Contact With Students 

Verbal Scale 
Scale Value 
Disappointing 
Under 4, 4 
Neutral 
5 6 
Rev!arding
7 8 9 10 
Responses 3 1 1 2 1 9 20 29 
B. Satisfaction ~ith Program Staff 
Verbal Scale 
Scale Value 
Disappointing 
Under 4, 4 
Neutral 
5 6 
Revvarding 
7 8 9 10 
Responses o 1 3 4 4 6 16 28 
C. Satisfaction 1\~J?-th Results of Tutoring 
Verbal Scale Disappointing Neutral Rewarding 
Scale Value Under 4 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Responses 3 1 3 3 9 10 14 22 
On the ~hole, the responses indicated that the majority 
of the tutors found the experience to be rewarding. There 
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'::o.s a high degree of satisfaction wi th contacts ',Iii th the 
progrOJrl. staff. Only one tutor rated the contact as dis­
appointing and seven as neutral, while twenty-eight rated it 
u.s very re',varding. This speaks \vell for the office staff 
and "l'laS borne out by other comments in the questionnaire, 
such as, "They are alway there if I need them." 
Only four tutors found their contact ~·Ii th their 
students to be disappointing and four were also disappointed 
in their tutoring results. 
CHAPTER V 
DESCRIPTION OF STUDENTS 
Our focus in this study was on the tutors in Multnomah 
County, however we did include a short section in the ques­
tionnaire on the students. In ~ NA.!Ji Study the data on 
students 1,','BS collected through the Student Interview wi th 
tutors recording all the responses, while our data was re­
ceived from the Multnomah County tutors who responded to the 
questionnaire. Our data on students is therefore not as com­
prehensive as the NALA data and this makes it difficult to 
compare the two. Stauffer's student description included 509 
students, Multnomah County includes 39 students reported by 
32 tutors. (See Tables VI and VII in the Appendix.) 
Personal Characteristics 
~. The sexes Vifere almost evenly divided in both 
samples, with 259 males and 250 females in the NALA sample, 
and 19 males and 20 females in Multnomah County's sample. 
Age. Sixty-five percent of the students in the NALA 
sample and 69.2 percent of the students in Multnomah County 
'::ere bet",'feen 21 and 40 years old, wi th the largest percent­
ages, 33 percent, NALA and 43.6 percent, Multnomah County, 
falling bet~een the ages of 21 and 30. The youngest age 
range, 16 to 20 years, contained 6.3 percent in the NALA 
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sample and 2.1 percent in Multnomah County. The oldest age 
ranGe, 71 to 80, accounted for .8 percent in the NALA sample 
and 5.1 percent in Multnomah County. The student mean age 
~as 35.9 for NALA and 35.2 for Multnomah County. 
Ethnic Groups. In the Multnomah County student group 
nearly three-fourths, 71.8 percent of the students, were 
,,','hi te compared \'Ji th less than half, 45 percent of the NALA 
sample, hO";'leVer, both samples contained more whi te students 
than any other ethnic group. Black students in both samples 
comprised a little over one-fifth of the students, 23.6 
percent in the NALA sample and 21.5 percent in Multnomah 
County. Only one student in Mul tnomah County's sample vias 
Spanish American, compared to 128, or 25.1 percent in NALA's 
sample. Oriental students were similar in proportion, vii th 
G.3 percent in NALA and 5.1 percent in Multnomah County. 
Program Characteristics 
How Students First Heard Of Classes. Both nationally 
and in Multnomah County the greatest number of students 
heard about the program from friends or relatives. This 
accounted for 39.7 percent in the NALA study and 35.9 per­
cent in Multnomah County. The mass media accounted for 24 
percent nationally and 18 percent in Multnomah County. 
Eight students in Multnomah County, 7.7 percent, heard of 
the program from a welfare agency. Two students heard about 
the program from someone at a community center. None of the 
Multnomah County students had heard about the program through 
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J school, church or magazine. Nine percent of the students 
in NALA sample and 12.8 percent in Multnomah County heard 
about the proGram through their employer. 
TeachinG Location. Over one-fourth of the students, 
29.9 percent NALA, and 28.2 percent, Multnomah County, were 
taught in their own homee The tutor's home '.'Jas used by 
25.5 percent nationally and 21.6 percent in Multnomah County. 
Trtenty-four percent of the NALA students used a church facil­
ity and 10.3 percent in Multnomah County. A significant 
difference was the 17.9 percent of the students who were 
tutored at their place of ~ork in Multnomah County compared 
...ri th 3.3 percent in the NALA sample. The rest of the stu­
den ts met ',vi th their tu tors a t a communi ty facili ty, a pub­
lic school or other public facility such as a library. 
Number Of Classes Per Week. The majority of the NALA 
students, 55.4 percent, attended one class per week, \'Ihile 
another 36.3 percent met twice a week. In Multnomah County 
41 percent of the students met once a week and 43.6 percent 
l~et t',:!ice a ',veek Q One Hul tnomah County student met ':Ii th 
the tutor off and on and the others, 12.8 percent, met 
three times D ~eek. Two percent of the NALA students met 
three times a ~eek, another 1.2 percent met four to five 
times per ·;'!eek. 
The follo':.ring da ta is not compared wi th the NALA 
sar.J.ple. rIe ~"!an ted to determine how far most of the past 
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students had progressed through the Skill Books and also how 
far the present students were in their Skill Books. 
Multnomah County Students 
Present Student Progress Through Skill Books. Tutors 
';'!ere asked to include information on wha t Skill Book their 
students were no~ using. Of the thirty-nine students in our 
sample presently being tutored, almost one-third, 30.8 per­
cent, ~vere in Skill Book 2. Eighteen percent Vlere using 
Skill Book 1. Skill Books 3 and 4 each 20.5 percent of the 
students USin8 them. The Advanced Skill Books 5 and 6 only 
accounted for 5.1 percent each of the total. 
Past Student Progress Through Skill Books. There were 
42 tutor responses on 99 students to the question, IfPlease 
esti mate how many of your past students have progressed to 
the follor.ring Skill Books." The overall picture of student 
proeress indicated that while only 2 percent of the students 
reached Skill Book 6, 15.2 percent progressed to Skill Book 
5. Skill Books 2, 3, and 4 all had similar percentages of 
students progressing to them, 23.2, 26.3, and 23.2 percent 
respectively. Ten students, 10.1 percent had not progressed 
beyond Skill Book 1. 
Student Dropouts. We asked the tutors to estimate how 
many of their students had dropped out, and for what reasons. 
~e had no data on those students, so we were unable to com­
pare them '\',ri th the NALA sample in terms of "Persisters and 
Dropouts." Out of the 41 tutor responses, there was data on 
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62 student dropouts. The largest percentage, 24.2, had 
moved a~ay. Those not learning, progressing too slowly, or 
~dth family problems each comprised 11.3 percent of the 
total. Students who lost interest, had personal problems or 
had been sent to the penitentiary each accounted for 6.5 
percent. Illness and other problems accounted for 7.9 
percent. 
Only 14.5 percent, those who had progressed to a high 
school class (6.5 percent) or got a job (8 percent), left 
for a positive reason. 
Summary of Student Characteristics 
Male and female students were about evenly divided in 
both samples and the mean age in both was slightly over 35 
years. White students comprised the largest category in 
both samples, black students the second largest. Over one­
t hird of both groups heard about the literacy program 
through a friend or relative. Most of the students were 
married in both samples. Tutors' and students' homes were 
the main places tutors and students met. Most students in 
NALA's sample attended one class per week, whereas in Mult­
nomah County's sample those who met once a '.veek and those 
','1ho met twice G. I'leek I'lere almost evenly divided. 
CHAPTER VI 
PUBLICITY AND TRAINING 
There '!lere two areas of information that v!ere not in­
cluded in ~~ _Study tha t we wanted to explore, publici ty 
and training u 
Publicity 
In order for a program to succeed, especially a program 
~hich relies on volunteer help, there must be adequate publi­
ci ty. If the people ':,rho are interested in volunteering are 
not reached, the program must rely on those already involved. 
~e wanted to find out how the volunteers first heard 
about the literacy program and we wanted their suggestions 
for improving the publicity to both potential students and 
tutors. The questions were not meant to be a criticism of 
the existing publicity, rather we hoped that there might be 
some interesting suggestions which could be incorporated 
into the existing program. 
How Tutors And Students First Heard Of Volunteer 
Literacy. The majority of tutors and students first heard 
about the literacy program through some type of personal 
contact, beinG informed by a friend or relative, hearing 
about it at church or through another literacy group_ The 
remainder heard about the program through the mass media, 
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ne'.'lspapers and television. Church, college and other 
bulletins and newsletters were suggested as likely places 
for an ad for tutors. One person suggested using placemats 
in restaurants to advertise for tutors. 
Use Of The Media. Several questions were asked in 
order to ascertain whether there were any consistent pattern 
to the radio, television and newspaper habits of the tutors, 
the idea bein~ that those would be good spots to advertise 
for tutors. The results were inconclusive. It can only be 
stated that the tutors have varied tastes and interests. 
The results are nonetheless interesting. 
There '.'lere seventy-four replies to the question "What 
radio stati"on do you most often listen to?" Nine replied 
that the listen to station KUPL, eight to station KINK. The 
other replies were scattered over nineteen stations. Many 
people listed several newspapers that they read regularly, 
the tvo most popular being the daily Oregonian (62) and the 
daily Journal (23). There was no consistent vievling pattern 
for the television stations. Twenty-five watch KGW, Channel 
8 (NBC), sixteen watch KOIN, Channel 6 (CBS), and fourteen 
:;o.tch KATU, Channel 2 (ABC) tl Another twelve watch all three 
net ~ork ne~s sho~s at various times. Three persons replied 
that they do not watch the news, either because it is too 
depressing or because it is too violent. 
Program Publicized Enough. When asked if the program 
~as publicized enough to attract volunteer tutors, seven 
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said it was, thirty-eight said it was not and forty-seven 
'i.rere not sure. 
Four tutors felt· the program was publicized enough to 
attract students, twenty-nine thought it was not and fifty­
three were not sure. 
Suggestions For Attracting Tutors. There were many 
recommendations for attracting volunteer tutors. In addi­
tion to the ads placed in various newspapers, it was sug­
gested that neITspaper feature stories be done, especially 
those emphasizing a "success story" approach. Hany places 
~ere suggested as prime targets for either posters, flyers, 
or guest speakers: schools and PTA organizations, Retired 
Teachers Associations, grocery stores, restaurants, fairs, 
Dnd Senior Citizens groups. 
Summary Of Publicity 
Although most of the comments about publicity were 
;d thin the scope we expected they did serve to emphasize the 
~~dc range of media available to reach potential students 
and tutors. John Stauffer, in ~ llAkA Study suggested doo~ 
to-door canvassing and involvement of neighborhood organiza­
tions in the student recruitment program. This person-to­
person approach seems the most effective since the majority 
of students do hear about the program from someone involved 
in the proGram as either a student or tutor. 
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rllro.ininr' 
Once n person has been attracted to the literacy 
proGram, he or she must be trained to tutor. The training 
~orkshops are held about every other month in Multnomah 
County and usually t'NO '~'{orkshops are conducted back-to-back 
on the same weekend. 
Enough Training To Tutor Adeguately. We asked the 
tutors if they felt they had enough training to tutor ade­
quately~ Seventy-six percent, 70 tutors, felt they did. 
Six tutors, 6.5 percent, felt it was not adequate and 15.2 
percent, fourteen tutors, were not sure. Part of this latter 
croup included volunteers 'Ivho have not been assigned students 
(),nd therefore found it hard to knO\V if the training they had 
received ~as adequate. One tutor wrote: 
~e had enough training to learn how to start out, 
but I think adequacy comes only w~th practice--and 
even then it depends on the rapport between the 
student and tutor. I really can't answer the ques­
tion. My student and I, for various reasons, have 
had a very on again, off again relationship. Right 
no~ it is off, and she has moved far enough away 
that I'm not sure I want it on again. 
Training In Specific Areas. We asked if the tutors 
'~'Jould like more training i.n specific areas. Figure 1 on 
the next page,shows the results of this question. 
The responses to the need for a refresher workshop and 
individual help ~rith tutoring problems were almost evenly di­
vided betcreen the three responses, yes, no, and not sure, 
and Give no clear indication of the desire for this type of 
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trGining. One tutor suggested a one-day quickie refresher 
~orkshop to be available once a month. 
A significant number of tutors indicated that they 
-,':ould be interested in meeting informally -:Ii th other tutors. 
Approximately 57 percent of those responding said they would 
like to meet ':.'i th other tutors, and 13 percent were not sure. 
rrhirty percent indica ted tha t they '.'Iould not like informal 
meetings. 
The need for an advanced '\~,'orkshop concentrating on the 
more advanced Skill Books was expressed by approximately 
48 percent of the 58 tutors responding. Twenty-nine percent 
said no, and t r.~enty-t ','/0 percen t \vere unsure. One tu tor sug­
Gested that advanced training emphasize structured content 
and that sessions be given especially for expanding problem 
sections of a lesson. 
In the ~rea of learning disabilities a significant 
number of tutors expressed a desire for more help. Of the 
61 tutors responding to this question, 62 percent said they 
-SQuId like more training. Eighteen percent were not sure 
and 19.7 percent said they would not like training in learn­
inG disabilities. One respondent commented that she and her 
student ~asted several weeks because she did not recognize 
Q leorning disability. Several people commented on the need 
for more help in recognizing dyslexia. 
Tutor Suggestion§ For Training. One tutor felt that 
more time in class to practice would be helpful. She sug­
gested "'lorking in small groups or tw'o persons Vlorking 
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together. Another tutor praised the program adding that all 
of the traininG suggestions VIere "possible for the asking 
".'lhenever I feel the need." Another stated, "I feel the 
techniques taught are good--they offer enough structure 
\'Ii thou t imposing on the individual student." One respondent 
sUGgested distributing 3 basic reading list for tutors and a 
list of available adult education courses to supplement 
training to recognize learning disabilities. Another inter­
esting suggestion vas to use tape recorded sessions at 
di f ferent Skill Book levels to train tutors. The use of 
tapes or cassette recordings could supplement the training 
received in the workshops. Teaching cursive writing was 
another area in which several tutors requested help. 
Using Training In Other V/ays. We asked the tutors if 
they nere using their training in any other way than tutor­
ing one-to-one. Several people responded that they use 
their training to teach in a group, particularly Teaching 
English as a Second Language. Three tutors are using the 
Laubach method to teach their o1:m children, and three are 
using their training in their professional teaching careers. 
Another tutor is using the training to tutor low level 
readers at Mt. Hood Community College. Two persons are 
adapting the method to t u tor retarded adults at Goodwill 
Industries. Another volunteer is using the training to 
~rite materials for new readers rather than tutoring. 
CHAPTER VII 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
There were some interesting comments under the ques­
tions IIWhat could the Laubach program do to make tutoring 
easier for you?" and IIPlease comment on any changes you 
:lould like to see made, rr some of which are included else­
~here in this report. On the whole they were very favorable 
to '::ard the program: lilt's just fine." "It is great and I 
'\.'!ouldn't change it. " IIThey make it very easy." "Can't think 
of anything not already being done." "The program is ex­
cellent." "I have a student 'Ni th a deep interest who con­
fides in me and I believe we are going to be a ','!inning team! II 
"I <.lm ne,v at tu toring and am always impressed wi th the won­
derful tutors I meet at Laubach." 
There are some obvious difficulties which make it hard 
to carry out many of the excellent suggestions by the tutors. 
Time, money and volunteer staff are three. 
Some tutors expressed the need for convenient meeting 
places outside the tutor's and student's home. One tutor 
suggested a full time dovJntown language lab. It would be a 
tremendous help to have a tutoring center where students and 
tutors could meet. Babysitting facilities at the center 
uould enable both students and tutors to participate despite 
the fact that they had small children. The babysitting 
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service could contain reading readiness materials and games 
for the children. At such a center supplementary materials 
of all types could be available--magazines, driving instruc­
tions, tape cassettes, videotapes--if money were no object 
tlnd if there ':fere volunteers '.'{ho had the time to staff the 
center. If the New Readers Bookstore were also housed in 
such a center the tutors and students could become more 
a~are of available materials. 
What can be done now to enhance the program? Some of 
the suggestions by the tu tors ~'Jere \'/1 thin the realm of 
immediate possibility. Some may be available now. This 
bring us to the area of communication. What contact do the 
volunteers have ','/i th office staff and wi th one another? 
There is a morithly newsletter which is sent to all tutors in 
order to keep them abreast of what is going on. The tutor 
~ho expressed a desire for someone to call now and then 
"just to see hovv I'm doing" is most likely expressing a 
feeling shared by many tutors. It would entail some effort 
to contact each tutor monthly or bi-monthly. Perhaps it 
"..!ould be a good posi tion for someone who '.'lan t s to help, bu t 
finds that tutoring is not where his or her talents lie. 
Such a person could keep track of whether the tutor is ready 
for another student, is having special problems, or is 
not tutoring at the moment.. Such a friendly call, with the 
implication that help is available if needed, might be just 
the morale boost some tutors need.. The volunteer caller 
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.should have a lrno':lledge of extra resource material which 
mi~ht be available to the students and tutors. 
Some tutors expressed a desire for extra resource 
materials, such as signs to use in driver training, nonsense 
stories and poems, more teaching aids, more outside readings 
3nd guides to help become more knovlledgeable about the sources 
~lready available, eg., standard magazines and books found in 
homes and libraries. Another said, "In both cases with my 
tTIO students it seemed to me these young men, who were by no 
means I dumb I and vlere making their way in the world wi thou t 
reading, fel t tha t the lesson books '!Jere too babyish." 
One person felt that an initial interview by the per­
son assigning students, '.'lith both the student and the tutor, 
~ould help determine whether the two of them would be a 
compatible team. Such an interview could be helpful in 
r:orlting out problems rti th meeting places, times and expecta­
tions of both parties. 
There 1;'lere a few comments from disenchanted tu tors who 
'\':ere unhappy r\:,i th their rela tionship wi th the student. More 
frequent contact with the program personnel could help 
resolve some of these problems. The student could be placed 
:rlth another tutor to prevent either the student or the tutor 
from dropping out of the program. Or, the intervention of a 
staff person might prove beneficial in mutually resolving 
the problem. 
Tutors were asked whether their student ever needed 
help not related to reading and ~hether they were able to 
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refer them to other resources. Tutor response on the ques­
tion about resources included wanting information of Welfare, 
medical and dental care, counseling, employment, food stamps, 
housing, immigration, home repair and upkeep, legal assis­
tance, and math and grammar tutoring. Some small resource 
booklet might be prepared in the printing shop located at 
the main office. There are a number of resource booklets, 
such as "Where To Turn" published by the Tri-County Community 
Council, \,!hich could be used. However, the problems of the 
students being tutored are unique enough to warrant the pub­
lication of a special guide to resources. At the end of each 
training ~'forkshop the tu tors might be given one or charged a 
nominal fee to cover the cost of printing. 
Only a small number of tutors felt the program was 
publicized enough to attract students and tutors. The rest 
felt it ~as not or they were not sure. There are many ways 
to reach potential students and tutors, some of which cost 
nothing: public service announcements on the radio, human 
interest stories in the newspapers, and of course, word of 
mouth, students and tutors passing the good word. Over one­
third of the students in The NALA study and in our sample 
first heard about the program from a friend or relative. 
Along this line, the word, and possibly a brochure about the 
program could be given to public agencies who might come in 
contact \'li th potential students. 
There is an emphasis on valuing one's ethnic heritage 
and this emphasis should be recognized and utilized when 
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trying to reach potential tutors and students. Individual­
ized brochures desiened to appeal to certain groups of people 
could be prepared. Brochures written and illustrated by 
foreign students in their native language could be used to 
promote the English as a Second Language program. Brochures 
desiGned by local black artists could recognize the unique­
ness of the black culture while attracting both students and 
tutors. Similar brochures could be prepared to reflect a 
recognition of the Spanish-American, American Indian and 
other cultural groups. Ideas for such brochures could be 
Generated through student involvement. 
Several people were unhappy about the long wait before 
their first stud.ent '.'.ras assigned or before another student 
· r ':'J r'" 
.. (.,<0 assigned after one had terminated.. If the time lag is 
too great the volunteer may lose interest and motivation, 
().ssume other responsibili ties and be "too busy" when called 
on to tutor. 
The assignment of students depends upon the availability 
of requests for tutoring. The Multnomah County program cur­
rently relies upon a "self-referral" system of student re­
cruitment. A student must take the initiative to call the 
program office to request tutoring. This insures that the 
individual is motivated. Ho~ever, this may act as a barrier 
to some potential students who have little information about 
the program. Active student recruitment to provide informa­
tion and contact \'lith the program . could increase the number 
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of students being served and provide continuous tutoring 
opportunities for the volunteers. 
The tutor suggestions for training are included in 
Chapter VI. The majority of the tutors felt they had re­
ceived adequate training to begin tutoring. Most of the 
requests were for supplemental help, such as more training 
in "Iorking wi th learning disabili ties, and help vii th the 
advanced skill books. Several tutors recommended the use of 
tape cassette recordings to supplement -the workshop training. 
This could be an interesting area of experimentation. Work­
shop sessions could be taped and given to nevv tu tors to use 
and an assessment could be made of the usefulness of this 
technique. 
Over half of the tutors requested informal meetings 
lvi th other tu tors. Such meetings could provide a forum for 
discussion of problems and training needs. It could also 
serve the purpose of enhancing communication between the 
volunteers and staff. 
Almost all the suggestions for improving or enhancing 
the literacy program lie "Nithin the area of communication. 
Sometimes the obvious aspects of a program tend to get 
ignored. We feel more contact between volunteers and staff 
~ould serve to make the program more cohesive and more 
effective. People need feedback, praise, encouragement. 
They need to feel involved in the greater \vhole. The tu tor­
ing experience is fulfilling in itself, but open lines of 
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communication would involve the tutors in a way which might 
keep them active and enthusiastic for many years. 
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TABLE IV 
SELECTED TUTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
NALA Multnomah Co. 
No. % No. % 
~ 
Male 45 8.8 16 17.4 
Female 464 91.2 76 82.6 
Age 
16-20 5 1.0 2 2.1 
21-30 35 6.9 23 25.3 
31-40 58 11.4 13 14.3 
41-50 135 26.5 8 8.8 
51-60 143 28.0 11 12.1 
61-70 41 8.1 20 22.0 
71-80 41 8.1 13 14.2 
81-90 1 .2 1 1.1 
No data 0 0.0 1 1.1 
Ethnic Grou12 
White 502 98.6 82 96.5 
Black 6 1.2 1 1.2 
American Indian 1 .2 0 0.0 
Oriental 0 0.0 2 2.3 
Place of Birth 
United States 487 95.6 85 93.4 
Mexico 2 .4 0 0.0 
Canada 10 2.0 1 1.1 
Europe 9 1.8 3 3.3 
Asia 1 .2 2 2.2 
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TABLE IV Continued 
NALA 
No. % 
Multnomah Co. 
No. % 
Marital status 
Harried 
Divorced 
SeparGted 
.'/ido:,red 
Single 
No data 
383 
20 
1 
52 
52 
1 
75.3 
3.9 
.2 
10 .. 2 
10.2 
.2 
50 
6 
1 
10 
24 
1 
54.4 
6.5 
1.1 
10.9 
26.0 
1.1 
Children Living at Home 
None 279 
One 96 
Two 65 
Three 44 
Four 20 
Five-Eight 5 
54.8 
18.9 
12.8 
8.6 
3.9 
1.0 
67 
8 
12 
3 
1 
1 
72.8 
8.7 
13.0 
3.3 
1.1 
1.1 
Job Record 
Held Job 
Never Held Job 
No Data 
475 
33 
1 
93.3 
6.5 
.2 
85 
6 
1 
92.4 
6.5 
1.1 
Em~loIment Status 
Full Time 
Part Time 
Looking for 
Work 
House\'.ri fe 
l~etired 
Full Time 
Student 
108 
82 
9 
205 
99 
6 
21.2 
16.1 
1.8 
40.2 
19.5 
1.2 
32 
15 
4 
9 
29 
3 
34.8 
16.3 
4.3 
9.8 
31.5 
3.3 
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TABLE IV Continued 
NALA Multnomah Co. 
o/... o/...No, {o No. {O 
Job Qategor:£ 
Professional, 
Technical 103 20.2 21 22,8 
Proprietors,
i'-1anagers 15 2.9 5 5,4 

Clerical 54 10.6 11 12.0 

SlJ.les 6 1,2 5 5.4 

Craftsmen, 

Foremen 1 .2 3 3.3 

Operatives 1 .2 0 0.0 

Private 

Household 4 ,8 a 0.0 

Service 6 1.2 3 3.3 

Laborers 1 .2 a 0.0 

Farm rJorkers 0 0.0 0 0.0 

No Dato.* 318 62.5 44 47.8 

*No Data includes tutors in non-working categories. 

Prior EX!2erience 
Teo.ching Adults 
No 322 63.2 55 59.8 
Yes 187 36.8 36* 39.1 
No Data 0 0.0 1 1.1 
*Professional: 16; Non-professional: 20. 
Teaching Record 
Taught School 227 44.6 41 44.6 
Never Taught 
School 282 55.4 51 55.4 
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TABLE IV Continued 
NALA Multnomah Co. 
No. % No. % 
rr.112e of Current 
Professional Teaching 
None 432 84.8 70 76.0 
Elementary 35 6.9 7 7.6 
Specinl Ed. 1 .2 2 2.2 
Secondary 17 3.3 2 2.2 
College 6 1.2 1 1.1 
ABE 3 .6 5 5.4 
ESL 3 .6 2 2.2 
Paid Private 
Tutor 8 1.6 0 0.0 
On-the-Job 
Instructor 4 .8 1 1.1 
E~rly Childhood 
Education 0 0.0 1 1.1 
Childbirth Ed. 0.0 1 1.1
° 
Personal Income 
1~1 , 000-2 ,999 49 9.6 7 7.6 
{~3, 000-4,999 20 3.9 9 9.8 
~5 5,000-6,999 32 6.3 14 15.2 
$7,000-8,999 21 4.1 7 7.6 
~~9, 000-10,999 24 4.7 7 7.6 
$11,000-15,999 30 5.9 11 12.0 
~t16, 000-20,999 8 1.6 2 2.1 
Hore than 
~p20, 000 6 1 .. 2 1 1.1 
No Data* 319 62.7 34 37.0 
*No Data includes tutors in non employed categories 
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TABLE IV Continued 
NALA 
No. 0/ / 0 
Multnomah Co. 
No. % 
Famil..1 Income 
$1,000-2,999 
~~3, 000-4,999 
~l 5, 000-6,999 
$7,000-8,999 
$9,000-10,999 
$11,000-15,999 
$16,000-20,999 
Hare than 
$20,000 
No Data 
7 
18 
38 
33 
64 
115 
64 
70 
100 
1.4 
3.5 
7.5 
6.5 
12.6 
22.5 
12.6 
13D8 
19.6 
1 
5 
16 
7 
11 
23 
9 
8 
12 
1.1 
5.4 
17.4 
7.6 
12.0 
25.0 
9.8 
8.7 
13.0 
Grades Com:Qleted 
Eight 
Nine 
Ten 
Eleven 
r.r 1.;1 e1v e 
No Data 
2 
3 
2 
12 
489 
1 
.4 
.6 
.4 
2.4 
96.0 
.2 
0 
0 
1 
2 
84 
5 
0.0 
0.0 
1.1 
2.2 
91.3 
5.4 
College Education 
No College 
Some College 
College Grad. 
No Data 
113 
126 
269 
1 
22.2 
24.8 
52.8 
.2 
28 
21 
38 
5 
30.5 
22.8 
41.3 
5.4 
Graduate Degree 
None 
Seminary 
~laster IS 
Ph.D. 
No Data 
433 
5 
66 
4 
1 
85.0 
l Q O 
13.0 
.8 
.2 
68 
1 
18 
0 
5 
73.9 
1.1 
19.6 
0.0 
5.4 
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TABLE IV Continued 
NALA 
Noo % 
Multnomah Co. 
No. % 
Ho~ First Heard of 
Volunteer Literac~ 
Church 168 32.9 14 15.2 
Friend/Relative 
Literacy Org3.n. 
Through Frank 
Laubach 
NeNspaper 
Television 
Radio 
Hagazine 
Other 
No Data 
49 
70 
49 
117 
13 
8 
6 
27 
2 
9.6 
13.8 
9.6 
23.0 
206 
106 
1.2 
5.3 
.4 
27 
5 
4 
22 
3 
3 
1 
10 
3 
29.3 
5.4 
4.3 
23.9 
3.3 
3.3 
1.1 
10.9 
3.3 
Reasons Tutors Want 
to Teach 
To Help Others 282 
Self-fulfillment 87 
55.3 
1701 
46 
10 
50.0 
10.9 
Religiously 
Motivated 50 9.8 0 0.0 
Enjoyment of 
Teaching 
Importance of 
Reading 
Sa ' ..." Need 
other Reasons 
No Data 
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0 
0 
13 
13 
12.6 
0.0 
0.0 
2.6 
2.6 
10 
11 
5 
7 
3 
10.9 
11.9 
5.4 
7.6 
3.3 
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TABLE IV Continued 
NALA Multnomah Co. 
No • . % No. % 
Current Number of 
Students Per Tutor 
None 0 0.0 25 34.7 
One 360 70.6 32 44.4 
T'.~o 82 16.1 5 6.9 
Three 25 4.9 2 2.8 
Four 13 2.6 0 0.0 
Five 9 1.8 0 0.0 
More than Five 20 4.0 3 4.2 
No Data 0 0 .. 0 5 7.0 
students Taught in 
Last Year Per Tutor 
Zero 0 0.0 17 23.6 
One 223 43.7 32 44.4 
T'::o 102 20.0 13 18.0 
'Three 64 12.6 1 1.4 
Four 29 5.7 1 1.4 
Five 30 5.9 2 2.8 
Six-Ten 38 7.5 1 1.4 
1'-'1ore than Ten 21 4.2 2 2.8 
No Data 2 .4 3 4.2 
'llime as Tu tor 
Less than 6 mo. 68 13.4 25 34.8 
6 mo. to 1 yr. 273 53.6 18 25.0 
2 yr. 84 16.5 8 11.1 
3 yr. 43 8.4 3 4.2 
4 yr. 20 3.9 2 2.8 
5 yr. 4 .8 6 8.3 
6-10 yr. 13 2.6 7 9.6 
11-15 yr. 2 .4 0 0.0 
No Data 2 .4 3 4.2 
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TABLE IV Continued 
NALA Multnomah Co. 
No, % No, % 
Tutors Career Total 
of Students 
One 176 34.6 39 54.2 
T\',fO 99 19.4 9 12.5 
Three 62 12.2 6 8.3 
Four 25 4.9 2 2.8 
Five 34 6.7 3 4.2 
Six-Ten 59 11.6 7 9.6 
Eleven-Fifteen 21 4.1 1 1,4 
Sixteen-Twenty 9 1.8 1 1.4 
~ore than Twenty 20 3.9 1 1,4 
No Data 4 .8 3 4.2 
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A COHPARISON OF SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS BETWEEN 
MULTNOMAH COUNTY VOLUNTEERS WHO ARE 
TUTORING NOW, NOT ':PUTORING NOW, 
AND WHO HAVE NEVER TUTORED 
Characteristics Tutoring Not Tutoring Never Tutored 
N:::46 N:::26 N=17 
~ 
Female 39 21 14 
Male 7 5 3 
Age 
16-20 o 1 1 
21-30 9 9 6 
31-40 3 3 4 
41-50 4 1 2 
51-60 6 3 2 
61-70 12 5 2 
71-80 10 4 o 
81-90 1 o o 
No Data 1 o o 
Range 24-83 17-76 19-67 
Hean 55.4 46.6 37.2 
Marital status 
.Harried 24 16 7 
Divorced 4 1 1 
Separated o 1 o 
Wido'I'led 8 2 1 
Single 9 6 8 
No Data 1 o o 
Teaching Record 
Taught 20 12 8 
Never Taught 26 14 9 
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TABLE V Continued 
ChnracteristicG Tu_to~i._n.,g Not Tutoring Never Tutored 
Em~l0Iment status 
Full Time 16 6 10 

Part Time 3 9 1 

Looking for Work 0 1 2 

House','Ii fe 3 4 2 

Retired 22 6 1 

Student 2 0 1 

Number of Children 
Living at Home 
None 38 18 13 
One 3 2 1 
T'::o 3 4 3 
Three 1 1 0 
Four 1 0 0 
Five or Hare 0 1 0 
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TABLE VI 

SELECTED STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS 

NALA Mu1tnomah Co. 
91No. % No, 0 
~ 
Hale 259 50.9 19 48,7 
Female 250 49.1 20 51.3 
Ap;e 
16-20 32 6.3 1 2,6 
21-30 168 33.0 17 43,6 
31-40 163 32,0 10 25.6 
41-50 80 15 .. 7 4 10,3 
51-60 36 7.1 2 5.1 
61-70 26 5,1 1 2,6 
71-80 4 .8 2 5,1 
No Data 0 0.0 2 5,1 
Ethnic Grou12 
'Nhi te 229 45,0 28 71.8 
Spanish American 128 25.1 1 2,6 
Black 120 23,6 8 20.5 
Oriental 32 6.3 2 5.1 
Hllrital status 
Single 109 21,4 15 38.5 
Married 316 62.1 17 43,6 
Sepnrated 29 5,7 0 0,0 
Divorced 29 5.7 3 7.7 
\Nido~;Jed 25 4.9 2 5,1 
No Data 1 ,2 2 5.1 
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TABLE VI Continued 
NALA Multnomah Co. 
q~No. (0 No. % 
Ho~ Students Heard 
of Classes 
Public School 27 5.3 0 0.0 
Employer 46 9.0 5 12.8 
Church 25 4.9 0 0.0 
Welfare Agency 33 6.5 3 7.7 
Friend/Relative 202 39.7 14 35 .. 9 
Newspaper 47 9.2 3 7.7 
Television 34 6.7 3 7.7 
Radio 39 7.7 1 2.6 
Nagazine 2 .4 0 0.0 
Other 45 8.8 2 5.1 
No Data 9 1.8 8 20.5 
Teaching Location 
Tutor's Home 130 25.5 10 25.6 
Student's Home 152 29.9 11 28.2 
Student's Place 
of iNork 17 3.3 7 17.9 

Church Facility 122 24.0 4 10.3 

Community Service 

Facility 27 5.3 2 5.1 

Public School 25 4.9 1 2.6 

Other Public 

Facility 23 4.5 3 7.7 

All Others 12 2.4 1 2.6 

No Data 1 .2 0 0.0 
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TABLE VI Continued 
NALA 
No, 0/,,0 
Multnomah Co. 
No. % 
Number of Classes 
Per Week 
Less than One 
One 
T','!o 
Three 
Four-Five 
No Data 
4 08 1 2.6 
282 55.4 16 41.0 
185 36.3 17 43.6 
10 2.0 5 12.8 
6 1.2 0 0.0 
22 4.3 0 0.0 
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TABLE VII 
STUDENT PROGRESS AND REASONS FOR 

DROPPING OUT AS REPORTED BY 

MULTNOMAH COUNTY TUTORS 

5kill Book Progress on Students Now Being Tutored N~39 
Skill Book Number Number of Students ~ 
1 7 18.0 
2 12 30.8 
3 8 20.5 
4 8 20.5 
5 2 5.1 
6* 2 5.1 
*Everyday Reading and Writing 
:;kill Book Progress on Past Students N=99 
Skill Book Number Number of Students ~ 
1 10 10.0 
2 23 23.2 
3 26 26.3 
4 23 23.2 
5 15 15.2 
6 2 2.0 
student Dropouts N=62 
Reasops for Dropping Out Number of Students ~ 
Not Learning 7 11.3 
Lost Interest 4 6.5 
Progress too Slow 7 11.3 
Family Problems 7 11.3 
Sent to Penitentiary 4 6.5 
Personal Problems 4 6.5 
Illness 2 3.2 
Moved Away 15 24.2 
Got a Job 5 8.0 
Progressed to High School 
Reading Class 4 6.5 
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Dear Tutors: 

We are in the process of studying the Oregon Literacy Program. 

The purpose of this study is to compare the characteristics of 

Multnomah County tutors with a national profile, and to gather 

information on what you feel could be done to change or improve 

the volunteer literacy program. 

Like you, we are concerned with the illiteracy problem and with 

your cooperation, hope to discover ways to improve our service. 

Your prompt attention to this questionnaire will be greatly 

appreciated. All individual replies will remain confidential. 

Please return the questionnaire in the enclosed envelope as soon 

as possible. 

A summary of the results will be published in the July newsletter. 

The complete study will also be available at the Laubach office. 

Thank you for your help, 
~~ 
:iJ4 t.kJL 
------------------
--- ---
I 
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OREGON LITERACY QUESTIONNAIRE 

February, 1916 

Please answer all questions that pertain to you. If more space 
is required, use the reverse side and put the number of the ques­
tion beside your answer. We welcome all comments. 
Personal Information 
1. 	 Sex: 2. Date of birth: Place of births\3. 
Male 
Female 
4. 	 Marital status I 1 5. Race: No. of children16• Iiving at home:Married 

Divorced_ 

~---
Separated__ 1. Highest school grade completed: 
Widowed (circle one) 
Single 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 
14 15 16 11 18 19-if more than 19 
II 	 Occupational Information 
8. 	 What degrees, if any, do you hold: 
9. 	 The following information is considered personal by some 
people. We are requesting it in order to compare Portland 
tutors with the National Study.. Please estimate your 
personal income and your fami6l income to the nearest 
thousand per year. 
Family income________________Personal income 
10. 	Have you ever held a full-time job (at least 35 hours per week): 
Yes No 
11. 	If you have, how long did you work: 
(State the amount in years and months.) 
---
2. 
12. What is your current employment status: 
Full time 
--­
Part time 
--­
Looking for work 
--­
Retired 
--­
Student ___ Housewife 
--­
Other (specify) ____________ 
13. If now working, what is your job title, 
14. 	 Did you have any kind of experience teaching adults before 
you became a volunteer tutor: 
Yes Professional Non-professional ____ 
No ___ 
15. 	 Have you ever taught in any school professionally: 
Yes No 
16. 	 Are you teaching professionally now, 
Yes No ___ 
If ~ please indicate what type of teaching you do: 
Elementary _____ Secondary ___ Special Education ____ 
College __ Adult Basic Education 
--­
_ 
English as Second Language _____ Other (specify) 
III 	 Volunteers 
17. 	 How did you first learn of volunteer literacy work, 
18. What would you say is the main reason you became interested in 
volunteer literacy work: 
--
--- --- ---
__ _ 
---
---
3. 
19. 	 What radio station do you most often listen tOI _________ 
20. 	 What newspapers do you read regularly: 
21. 	 What TV ~ programs do you watch: 
22. 	 Do you feil that the Oregon Literacy ~gram is publicized enough 
to attract volunteer tutors: Yes 
---
No Not sure ___ 
to attract students: Yes No Not sure 
23. 	 Do you have any suggestions for improVing the publicitys 
24. 	 When did you become a certified Laubach tutor: 
25. 	 If you did not complete the training workshop, why not: 
26. Do you feel that you had enough training to tutor adequately: 
Yes ___ No ___ Not sure 
27. 	 Would you like: 
A refresher workshop: 
An advanced workshop 
with more emphasiS on 
Skill Books 4 and 5: 
Informal meetings with 
other Laubach tutors: 
Individual help with 
tutoring problems: 
Training in learning 
disabilities: 
Yes _____ 

Yes _____ 

Yes _____ 
Yes ____ 
Yes ___ 
No 
No 
--­
No ___ 

No 

No ___ 

Not 	sure ____ 
Not sure 
--­
Not sure 
--­
Not sure 
--­
Not sure ___ 
---
4. 
28. 	 Are you using your training in any other way (eg. teaching a 
class of students rather than tutoring one-to-one, or using 
what you have learned to teach your children. Please explain.) 
29. 	 After completimg the workshop, how soon did you begin tutorings 
Under one month 
--­
Over one month 
--­
Have never tutored a student 
---­
30. 	 If you have never tutored, could you tell us why: 
If you answered question number 2Q STOP HERE and return the 
questionnaire to us. Thank you for your help. 
31. 	 How long have you worked as a volunteer tutor: 
Years 
---
Months 
32. 	 How many students have you taught in your entire volunteer 
teaching career: 
33. 	 How many students did you tutor last year: 
34. 	 How many students are you tutoring ~z 
35. 	 If you have tutored in the past, but are not tuto~ now, 
please explain why: 
----
---
--- ---
---
---
5. 

36. 	 Please answer the following questions for each student you 
are tutoring ~o Use the back if you have more than two 
students. If you are not tutoring now, please go to question 
number 37. 
Student 1 	 Student 2 
How long have you been ___..... months months 
tutoring your student: 
Student's age: 
sex: 
race: 
Marital status 
Wha t Skill Book is your ____ 

student using: 

Where do you meet: 
How often do you meet 

with your student: 

How d:i_d your student 

hear about the program: 

37. 	 Did your students eyer need help not related to reading 
ego counseling, etc.): 
Yes ___ No 
If ~, 

were you able to refer them to other resources: 

Yes No 
38. 	 Do you need more information on making referrals: 
Yes ___ No 
I need information on: Medical and Dental Welfare ___ 
Counseling ___ Employment ____ Housing ___ 
Food Stamps ______ Other (specify) 
---
-----------------------------------------------------
6. 
39. 	 How many of your past students would you estimate have 

progressed to the following Skill Books: 

1 __ 3 __ 4 __2 
--	
5 
40. 	 Please estimate how many of your students dropped out for 

the following reasons: 

Moved away _____ Lost interest 
--­
Were 	 not learning __--­ Progress was too slow 
--­Otr.~r (Specify) 
41. 	 How do you feel Y0ur experience as a volunteer tutor has been 
in "iihe following areas: 
Please rate your experiences on the scale by placing a ~ 
in the sectiJn most closely descriptive of your feeling, eg. 
if your experiences have been very rewarding, check the far 
right section. 
A. The personal contact with st~dents has been: 
I •very 	disappointing neutral very rewarding 
B. The result of my tutoring hc:s been: 
L__ 

• • , --..J 
 L--..--1 
very disappo~ntir!g neutral very rewarding 
c. 	 The con tae t wi th the li.teracy program people has been: 
____A .-1 
very disappointing neu1,.;ral . very rewarding 
42. What could the Laubach program do to make tutoring easier for you: 
43. Please co~~ent on any changes in the program you would like to 
see made: 
Thank you for your help. Please return immediately. 
